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PAINTING 
 
VOCABULARY: the language of Fine Art. 
 
1. Museum, art gallery, picture gallery, an open-air museum. 
2. Exhibition, art exhibition, special exhibition, permanent 
exhibition, an exhibition of English water-colours/(name of 
an artist), one-man-exhibition, centenary/bicentenary 
exhibition, 50th anniversary exhibition, travelling exhibition; 
to organise/arrange/hold/mount an exhibition; (to) exhibit, 
show, display. 
3. Go to/round a museum or art gallery, a visit to the 
Hermitage, with a guide, with/in a group, on a 
guided/conducted tour, on one’s own, by oneself. 
4. Work of art, painting, graphic art/the graphic arts/graphics 
(drawings, prints), sculpture, applied art. 
5. Painting, picture, canvas, a painting in oil/water colour; a 
picture/painting of Monet, a picture/painting by Monet; it 
looks like a Gauguin; There’s an early Van Gogh in the 
exhibition. 
6. Genres in painting: landscape painting, a landscape, 
landscape painter, From 1807 Turner began to exhibit more 
landscapes of English scenery/countryside, seascape 
(painting); The seascape/Seascape painting is naturally 
popular with such sea-faring nations as the English and the 
Dutch; marine painter, portrait painting, portrait, self-
portrait, portrait painter, portraitist, to paint a portrait of 
smb/smb’s portrait; sitter, subject, model, full-length 
portrait, half/knee/shoulder-length  portrait, equestrian 
portrait, still-life (painting), still-life painter, still-life 
composition/arrangement, genre painting, genre painter, 
mural, fresco, oil, water-colour, oil paint(s), water-colours, 
oil painting, water-colour painting, scene: street scene, city 
scene, country scene, hunting scene, historical scene, battle 
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scene, He painted scenes from everyday/village/court life; 
piece (= work, picture) , The exhibition contains several fine 
pieces by Corot, conversation piece, flower piece, 
masterpiece. 
7. Graphic art, drawing, engraving, etching, lithography, 
graphic artist, to draw, to engrave, to etch, to do, this 
engraving was done in 1822, drawing, pencil drawings, pen 
(and ink) drawings, brush drawings, pastels, a sketch, 
draughtsman, engraving, an engraver, etching, an etcher, 
lithography, lithograph, a lithographer, a print.  
8. Sculpture, a piece of sculpture, sculptor, the statue, the bust, 
the head, carved in stone/marble/ivory/wood, cast in metal, 
in bronze, modelled in clay, an equestrian statue, standing 
(seated) reclining figure, figure of a man/boy/woman, a 
(sculptural) group, monumental sculpture, the site (of the 
sculpture) is well-chosen/ideal . 
9. Applied art: pottery, glass, jewellery, weaving and textile 
design, embroidery. 
10. To depict, portray, represent, to render, to catch, to capture. 
11. Read this contents page from a new book on the visual arts. 
 
ART  FOR  BEGINNERS 
 
Part One An Introduction to Art through the 
Ages 
Page  4 
Chapter 1   
Early 
Beginnings 
Stone Age cave drawings  
Classical Greek sculpture  
Byzantine Art  
Flemish tapestries 
Gothic architecture 
 
Chapter 2  Page 36 
The Golden 
Age 
The Renaissance period  
The Baroque age  
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The Romantic era  
The Neo-Classicists 
Chapter 3  Page 81 
Recent 
Developments 
Impressionism 
the Symbolists and Expressionism 
Cubism to pop art 
 
Pert Two How to be an artist  
Chapter 4  Page 123 
Choosing a 
Style 
Still life 
portrait painting 
landscapes 
abstract art 
mosaics and murals 
 
Chapter 5  Page 159 
Choosing your 
medium 
Sketching and engraving  
watercolours 
oil-painting 
 
Chapter 6  Page 180 
Choosing a 
Subject 
form, colour and tone  
perspective  
balancing foreground with 
background 
 
Appendix One Art Galleries of the World where 
are the masterpieces? The most 
famous collections? The best 
collections? 
 
Appendix Two Building a Collection, originals 
and reproductions, restoring, 
framing, hanging. 
 
 
 Choose the part of the above book that you would like to 
read first. Give your reasons. 
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READING 1. 
 Texts which follow look at the characteristics of 
particular movements and schools of English visual art of the 
19th century as well as the personal style of particular artists of 
the period. 
 
A. British Romantic painting 
 
 The Romantic movement, with its unbridled expression 
of the passions, its love of the exotic, and its occasional 
absurdities, reached its apogee about 1830 in France, Britain and 
Germany. The art of this period is marked by diversity and 
continuous change. First is an unprecedented interest in the 
scientific investigation of nature and its application to works of 
art. Second is the thorough investigation of the past, not only 
through the use of literary descriptions but also by using the 
technique of archaeological verification. Third is more critical 
reading of literary texts in search of heightened emotional 
experience with the accompanying discovery and exploration of 
a wide variety of new literary sources. Fourth is an 
unprecedented and almost bewildering fascination with the 
present. Fifth is an intensified concentration on psychological 
responses, the emotion and the emotional. This interest an 
emphasis on the imagination. 
 The continual changes and unrest characteristic of life in 
the 19th century can be found in art which lost its inner 
coherence and unity of style that had given it stability in the 
past. Nevertheless, Romanticism was a legacy to the 19th century 
from the preceeding one. Romanticism gave the art its 
restlessness and proved advantageous in destroying the old 
aesthetic prejudices which had kept artists from using the reality 
of nature in their work. The desire for understanding and 
expression of human life in all its aspects led the Romanticism 
back to the past, bringing into existence an historical trend 
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which involved a new evaluation of past phenomena and events; 
but by its attitude to the present, Romanticism opened the way 
to realism, which became the most vital force in 19th century art. 
The Romantic painters sought inspiration in their history, 
making particular use of events in the Middle Ages. They were 
attracted by exotic environments, but also acquired a growing 
understanding of contemporary life. The road to realism was 
carved most effectively by the landscape painters who rejected 
invented landscapes and sought the beauties of nature in the 
countryside around them. The attraction of landscape was 
enhanced in the art of execution and in the artistic values of the 
painting. 
 
B.              Joseph Mallord William Turner 
(1775-1851) 
 
 Turner is one of those rare cases of a great artist whose 
early work gives no indication of the character of his genius. He 
was amazingly precocious, and already in 1790s he made his 
name by adapting the style of other famous landscape painter to 
the romantic tastes of the time. He produced versions of Claude, 
of Wilson, of Teniers, all done with heightened dramatic effect 
and more obvious skill. It was open rivalry, in contrast to 
Constable’s quiet assimilation. To our eyes these pictures are 
successful in proportion as they depart from their originals. 
“Calais Pier” and the “Frosty Morning”, in which the Dutch 
models are completely transcended, are fine popular paintings; 
but when Turner attempts the classic style, for which he had no 
real sympathy, his pictures are a vulgarization in the bad sense. 
His contemporaries were equally delighted with both, and this 
was the period of his greatest success. In 1802, the year in which 
Constable had his first picture accepted by the Academy, 
Turner, only a few months his senior, was made a full 
academician. The great stunners of this period, the Whirlwinds, 
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Avalanches, Plagues of Egypt, and Buildings of Carthage, seem 
to us large, dark and artificial. They give no hint of his future 
discoveries in tone and colour. 
 From all accounts we can no longer tell what his more 
ambitious pictures were like. He was a reckless technician, using 
any expedients to gain an immediate effect, and he loved to 
astonish people by entirely repainting his pictures as they hung 
in the Royal Academy the day before the exhibition opened. 
These antics have done much to harm his reputation with 
posterity, for nearly all his exhibited pictures have now 
darkened; and they are painted in such corrupt technique that 
they cannot be cleaned without danger. 
 His sketches, on the other hand, are well preserved, and 
from them we may follow his development. In 1806-1807 he 
was painting oil sketches from nature which, in their direct and 
vivid rendering of the thing seen, anticipate Constable by almost 
ten years. These were chiefly done in the Thames Valley, and, 
like the landscapes of Daubigny and Monet, they were painted 
from a boat. As with Constable, light is still rendered by 
contrast, sparkling meadows set off by dark green bushes, trees 
silhouetted against the sky. But they have an elegance and 
artifice which Constable lacked, and we recognize that they are 
the work of a painter who is used to relying on his memory and 
to finding graphic equivalents for every phenomenon. And at the 
same time his sketches show the influence on his colour and 
tonality of the sea. 
 Turner by upbringing and by predilection was a painter 
in water-colours. He never ceased to use water-colour, both as 
an aid to his retentive memory and for numerous illustrations to 
engraved books on which he was always at work. Now, water-
colour involves a light tonality, and there is no doubt that Turner 
was influenced in his oil technique by his experience of water-
colour. In many of his later pictures the oil medium is used so 
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exactly like water-colour that in reproduction it is impossible to 
tell which is which. 
 From 1815 to 1818 Turner hardly exhibited at the 
Academy. The epoch of his great imitations was over and he 
was clearly entering the dreaded “middle period”, when the old 
accomplishments had ceased to satisfy him, and the new vision 
was not yet in focus. At this point, in 1819, he visited Italy for 
the first time. 
 He had been painting supposed views of Italy for twenty 
years, but these had all been copies from the drawings of Cozens 
or pastiches based on  Claude. When he saw Italy with his own 
eyes he might have said, as did Ingres when he went to Rome, 
“Comme ils m’ont trompè!” (How they had deceived me!). As if 
in reaction against the formal, twilight vision of his predecessors 
he was conscious chiefly of the heat, glitter and profusion. he 
made a large number of detailed drawings and water-colours, in 
which he was content to record his pleasure in the classic 
landscape. But when he came home again and began to recreate 
his impressions in his studio, the memories of Italy were like 
fumes of wine in his mind, and the landscape seemed to swim 
before his eyes in a sea of light. Shadows became scarlet and 
yellow, distances mother-of-pearl, trees lapis-lazuli blue, and 
figures floated in the heat-engendered haze, like diaphanous 
tropical fish. 
 Turner’s visit to Italy also had the paradoxical effect of 
intensifying the anti-classical elements in his art. Thenceforth he 
does not attempt to sham Claudes and Poussins, and his 
compositions give up all pretence of classical construction. They 
often involve serpentine recession on an inner and outer circle, 
which to classically conditioned eye, gives a sight of mal de 
mer. They are also anti-classical in their staffage-monks, 
maidens, troubadours, balconies, guitars. 
 Venice affected the final release of Turner’s imagination. 
As in Rome, he filled his sketch-books with accurate and very 
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beautiful water-colours. All his pictures were painted on his 
return, and as long the pink and white stone, the shadows full of 
light and the fantastic interplay of sky and water were fresh in 
his memory he could make anything carry conviction. 
 The relation between experience and imagination in 
Turner’s painting is, in fact, of great delicacy. If we compare 
one the Monet’s versions of the “Gare St-Lazare” with “Rain, 
Steam, Speed”, it is evident that Monet is a great deal nearer to 
what we can all see. Indeed it makes Turner look like a poetic 
fantasy, unrelated to experience. 
 It is hardly surprising that Turner’s painting fell out of 
favour in the 1830s. Critics, of course, were shocked. They 
warned the public against the seductive influence of his colour, 
they called his pictures “portraits of nothing and very like”. 
Turner does not seem to have been in the least disturbed. He had 
saved, from his time of success, a large fortune, and he still sold 
his work to a few old friends and patrons. One of these, Lord 
Egremont, must be named, for it was while staying with him at 
Petworth in the early 30s, that Turner was completely himself. 
The beauty of the park and house, the splendour of the 
collection seem to have freed Turner’s colour sense from its last 
restraints.  
 In park and surrounding country he painted some of the 
most extreme and rapturous of all his sunsets; but even more 
extraordinary is the series of studies which he made inside the 
house, in which he recorded in a kind of colour shorthand every 
incident of those delightful days. The culmination of these 
studies is the famous work known as the “Interior at Petworth”. 
It is the first attempt to make light and colour alone the basis of 
the design. 
 Turner must be judged by the pictures which he did not 
exhibit. These are very numerous. The word “sketches” gives an 
entirely false impression of them. It is true, of course, that many 
of them contain no definition of form, and sometimes no 
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recognizable object. “Things” have completely disappeared, 
unless we can account as such an occasional red sail, or those  
inexplicable concentrations of colour which catalogues in 
despair have described as “Sea Monsters” or “Vessels in 
Distress”. But this does not mean that they are unfinished; on 
the contrary, the paint which covers these large canvases has 
been applied and graded with the utmost care and delicacy. 
 In the vast range of his work Turner fulfils practically 
every aim which the earlier romantics foreshadowed. He is 
penetrated by a sense of nature’s destructive force. The immense 
pessimism which dictated the “Fallacies of Hope”, was due to 
his feeling of man’s impotence in front of these blindly hostile 
forces. He painted those elements of nature which supported this 
conviction. 
 
C.                                 The Pre-Raphaelites 
 
 The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (P.R.B.) was a militant 
group the first organised revolt against the Royal Academy, the 
objects of its attack being on the one hand, the dark and 
pretentious history picture and on the other trivial anecdotes, 
and in particular what the Brotherhood termed the  
“monkeyana” of Landseer (eminent painter of animals). The 
remedy and the ideal was seen in a double aspect; as the “truth 
to nature” and as a return to the purity of art before the High 
Renaissance period. There were many possibilities of 
complication in this duality which were to appear the more 
complex because of the very different temperaments of the 
leaders of  movement, Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882), 
William Holman Hunt (1827-1910),  and John Everett Millais 
(1829-1896). 
 “Truth to nature”, a conception which Constable had 
applied to landscape painting, suggested such realism as might 
be gained in painting from nature, that is, in the open air, and 
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indeed for a while this was a Pre-Raphaelite practice, showing in 
theory a certain correspondence with the aims of Realism and 
Later of Impressionism in France. Yet whereas French painters 
were mainly concerned with the general truth of light and 
atmospheric effect, the Pre-Raphaelites looked for it in 
minuteness and precision of detail. From the first the movement 
was very literary and the painters insisted on the importance of a 
serious subject and on a highly elaborated symbolism and 
freshly thought-out iconography. The technical means-such as 
bight colour, extreme detail, study of outdoor motives on the 
spot, and the famous method of working into a wet white ground 
– all these were no more than means, although they had great 
influence on later painters who had no connection with the 
movement, such as Ford Madox Brown. The Pre-Raphaelites 
differed from the French painters also in devoting themselves to 
figure subjects in the main, with an ethical and narrative content. 
A further difference was the tendency encouraged by Rossetti in 
particular to look back sentimentally and nostalgically to the 
past, which took on a dream-like attraction. Thus, instead of that 
beautifully logical development which produced the master-
pieces of 19th century French art, England produced a strange, 
though potent mixture of enthusiasms in which painting took on 
several aspects. 
The great period of Pre-Raphaelite painting can be placed within 
the decade 1850 to 1860. It is marked by intensity of feeling, a 
brilliance of colour which banished brown and earth colours 
from the palette (as the Impressionists were to do), and tours de 
force of detailed execution. Millais as a young, man produced a 
number of works of great beauty with religious and 
Shakespearean themes. His “Ophelia”, 1852, with its almost 
photographically minute background painted on the Ewell River 
near Kingston-on-Thames and its figure portraying the beauty of 
Miss Siddal, remains a remarkable picture. 
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 Holman Hunt painted a masterpiece of its kind in “The 
Hireling Shepherd” of 1851 with a sunlit background of willows 
and cornfield which for a moment makes one think of Claude 
Monet. Rossetti, apart in his poetic medievalism, reached the 
highest point of his art in watercolours of an imaginary past and 
great emotional intensity. This Pre-Raphaelite period has never 
lost its enchantment. It is a sad aspect of the Pre-Raphaelite 
story that none of these painters lived up to their first promise 
and in various ways lost direction. The remark applies almost 
equally to Millais, Rossetti, and Hunt though the decline in each 
case was individual. The nostalgic element overcame the 
challenging realism. A second phase inspired by Rossetti and 
represented by William Morris and Edward Burne-Jones is 
mainly of note for a change of direction towards the crafts and 
the problem of providing a counter to the ugliness and 
soullessness of industrial production. The delicate mannered 
painting of Burne-Jones is of less value than his collaboration 
with Morris in the arts of design. In this and in other ways Pre-
Raphaelitism may be looked on as anti-Victorian … 
 
 PRACTICE 1. 
 
1. Comprehension check: 
 a)  -    What is the principal tenet of Romanticism?  
            Which two tendencies of the English. 
- Romanticism are exemplified by the art of Constable and 
Turner? 
- What changes did Romanticism bring upon the art of 
Europe? 
- What were the sources of inspiration of the Romantic 
artists? 
b) -    What characterizes Turner’s early work? 
- What techniques did Turner use? 
- Did he paint from nature? 
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- What effect did the Italian tour have on Turner’s art? 
- In what way are experience and imagination combined in 
Turner’s art? Are those painting by Turner which seem 
to be poetic fantasies related to his experience?  
- What was the attitude of the public and critics to 
Turner’s work in the 1830s? 
- Describe Turner’s stay at Petworth. What effect did it 
have on his art? 
- Of what kind were the pictures which Turner did not 
exhibit? 
c) -    What was the cause of the P.R.B. revolt against  
            the Royal Academy? 
- What was the source of inspiration of the Pre-
Raphaelites? 
- What were the main points of the Pre-Raphaelite 
conception of art? 
- What subjects and images are characteristic of the Pre-
Raphaelites? 
- What painting techniques are typical for the Pre-
Raphaelites? 
- Who were the main members of the Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood? 
 
2. Choose any aspect of the history of visual arts and make a 
study of it. Here are some aspects of the subject that you 
could research: 
 
The High Baroque 
Surrealism 
Neoclassicism Cubism 
Impressionism Primitivism  
Expressionism Pop-art 
Mannerism The period of the Renaissance 
Abstract Art Gothic architecture 
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 Make notes on what you read and write a report based on 
your notes. 
 
3. Give a talk on the life story and the personal style of any 
particular painter. 
 
READING 2. 
Genres in painting 
 
A. Read the following text. It will show you how a writer may 
see a picture. Note the deep implications that the speaker 
discovers in a seemingly simple unpretentious still life. 
 
From “Christmas Holiday” 
  by W.S. Maugham 
“Chardin”, he said. “Yes, I’ve seen that before … I’ve always 
rather liked his still lifes myself.” 
“Is that all it means to you? It breaks my heart.” 
“That?” cried Charley with astonishment. “A loaf of bread and a 
flagon of wine? Of course it’s very well painted.” 
“Yes, you’re right; it’s very well painted; it’s painted with pity 
and love. It’s not only a loaf of bread and a flagon of wine; it’s 
the bread of life and the blood of Christ, but not held back from 
those who starve and thirst for them and doled out by priests on 
state occasions; it’s the daily fare of suffering men and women. 
It’s so humble, so natural, so friendly; it’s the bread and wine of 
the poor who ask no more than that they should be left in peace, 
allowed to work and eat their simple food in freedom. It’s the 
cry of the despised and rejected. It tells you that whatever their 
sins men at heart are good. That loaf of bread and that flagon of 
wine are symbols of the joys and sorrows of the weak and lowly. 
They ask for your mercy and your affection; they tell you that 
they are of the same flesh and blood as you. They tell you that 
life is short and the grave is cold and lonely. It’s not only a loaf 
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of bread and a flagon of wine; it’s the mystery of man’s lot on 
earth, his craving for a little friendship and a little love, the 
humility of his resignation when he sees that even they must be 
denied him. 
 … And isn’t it wonderful that with those simple objects, 
with his painter’s exquisite sensibility, moved by the charity of 
his heart, that funny dear old man should have made something 
so beautiful that it breaks you? It was as though unconsciously 
perhaps, hardly knowing what he was doing, he wanted to show 
you that if you only have enough love, if only you have enough 
sympathy, out of pain and distress and unkindness, out of all the 
evil of the world, you can create beauty.” 
 
 The extracts below will show you how paintings are 
described in art books and picture-gallery guides. Is there any 
difference between the way art critics analyse the style of a work 
of art and the way non-specialists do it, as in text A? 
 
B.                                                        “Ophelia”  
     by J.E. Millais. 1852      
 
 Millais’s most celebrated painting, “Ophelia”, represents 
the artist’s greatest period during which he experimented 
daringly with form and concept. “Ophelia” was examined 
attentively and praised widely at the Royal Academy. Millais’s 
youthful sense of artistic curiosity and daring led him to this 
difficult topic. Popular as “Hamlet” has always been with 
painters, the subject of Ophelia’s drowning (Act IV, scene VI) 
was generally avoided because of the technical problems in 
executing the scene. But during his years with the P.R.B., 
Millais welcomed the challenge of attempting the unorthodox. 
He went to the trouble of posing Elizabeth Siddal in a tub of 
water so that he could portray the buoyancy of the figure and her 
garments. To depict the outdoor setting, he worked out-door at 
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Ewell. “Ophelia” is a stunning realization of his ability to render 
scenery. 
 Yet inherent in this achievement is what has been called 
the central problem of the picture: the background does compete 
with the heroine for the viewer’s attention. However, the 
encroaching environment visualizes the fatal consequence of 
Ophelia’s flight from court to country: thus Millais’s design is 
perfect. 
 With Pre-Raphaelite discrimination, the artist elected to 
evoke a crucial human experience, specifically, the very instant 
when life confronts death. He could have chosen few better 
subjects, with which to try it –Ophelia’s concurrent loss of 
reason reinforces this transitional state – and Millais’s 
representation succeeds. Indeed, it is hard to determine whether 
or not Ophelia has already died: her mouth is open, her body 
looks rigid, her gaze unfocused, and her hands powerless. As 
before, Millais included a solitary creature which is analogous to 
the character. In the upper left portion of the painting is a small 
bird, a stiffly posed creature with staring eyes, lifelike but 
inanimate. Symbolically, it implies the exodus of Ophelia’s soul. 
This picture is among the finest of all Pre-Raphaelite works; 
certainly its subject matter, theme, characterization, and 
treatment summarize Millais’s interpretation of the intent of the 
movement.  If there is a masterpiece in his canon, it is 
“Ophelia”. 
   (Carolyn Merlo. John Everett Millais and  
   the Shakespearian scene.) 
 
C.     “Dedham Lock and Mill”, 
    Landscape by John Constable. 
    1820 
 
 … This is a brilliant example of Constable’s view 
painting at its complete maturity. The salient features of the 
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landscape are treated in sharp relief, yet they merge perfectly 
under a serene perfect light. This painting contains, in syntheses, 
all the elements of landscape which Constable loved best: the 
river, the boats, the soaked logs, the river vegetation, the sun 
shining through the foliage of the tall threes, the scenes of rural 
life. The cultural origins of this work are apparent in the 
traditional composition, in the use of chiaroscuro (the 
distribution of light and shade in a picture), in the way the 
landscape fades into the distance, after the Dutch manner, and in 
the complex, laboured palette. The compact tree mass in the 
foreground is blocked in against a sky filled with movement, 
reflected in the calm and transparent waters over which plays a 
pallid sun. It was works such as this which were meant to ensure 
Constable’s place in official art history. 
    (Giuseppe Gat. “Constable”)  
 
D.                                           “Still Life with Soup Tureen”  
    by Paul Cezanne. 1883-1885 
 
 … Apart from oranges, and above all the apples which 
he has made famous the accessories used by Cezanne all have 
this in common: they were never objects of luxury. On this point 
Cezanne is more austere than Chardin, who always painted the 
more original objects, but ones not lacking in a certain 
refinement of shape. 
 With Cezanne this is never the case. The round jam pots, 
the plain plates, the pots and jugs of grit stone, ordinary bottles – 
these are his favourite materials. Everything is sacrificed to 
volume and shape. The decorated and almost luxuriant soup 
tureen, which appears in this still life, is an exception.  
 The background in his pictures is always furnished; 
never, or hardly ever, is it neutral in shade. Behind these still 
lifes there is always a second still life: curtains, wallpaper or 
furniture, serving as decoration to the objects in the foreground.  
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In this picture, it is pictures hanging on the wall. Among them 
on the left is a landscape; it is a road seen in perspective, giving 
a depth to the background of Cezanne’s picture. 
 
 (Germain Bazin. Impressionist paintings 
in the Louvre)  
 
 
E.                                             “Picnic” 
    by Claude Monet. 1866 
 
 This picture is a study of light on an enormous scale. 
Monet noticed the pools of colour with which the light, filtering 
through the leaves, splashed the clothing and the faces; but he 
also noticed an effect contrary to the teachings in the schools, 
namely that light does not dim but intensified colour, rescues it 
from the shadow. Colour, therefore, when submitted to the play 
of light and shade, tends to break up.  
 
     (Ibid. Extract) 
 
F.     “Portrait of Cardinal Bontivoglio”  
    by Antonis Van Dyck. 1621 
 
 The portrait, dated shortly after 1621, is ranked as one of 
Van Dyck’s finest. The influence of Rubens and the Venetian 
masters is evident in the treatment of light and brushstroke. Van 
Dyck’s emphasis on the cardinal’s aristocratic features and 
hands and the richness of his ecclesiastical robes leave no doubt 
as to the social position of the sitter. 
    (Claudio Pescio. Pitti Palace) 
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G. “The Fighting Temeraire Tugged  
to Her Last Berth to Be Broken 
Up” by J.M.W. Turner. 1839 
 
 Some of the National Gallery’s most rewarding shows 
focus on one painting, and set it in the fullest possible context. 
The latest offering explores Turner’s most celebrated canvas. 
“The Fighting Temeraire” is named after the sturdy ship which 
fought alongside Nelson’s “Victory” at Trafalgar, and was taken 
to her last berth on the Thames in 1838. Turner contrasts the 
romanticized vessel with the steam tug towing her. His true 
theme, though, is mortality. The setting sun reinforces the 
picture’s elegiac mood, while Turner confronts his own death as 
well as the “Temeraire’s”. 
 
* * * 
 If we look at his painting unemotionally, we can see that 
Turner wished to focus our attention on the tug. Turner has 
given the proud little steamer lines of grace and beauty, as she 
glides through the still sea like a black swan, towing the dim 
hulk of the warship. The calm of sunset evokes in the spectator a 
mood of tranquil melancholy, but it also suggests the end of one 
day and the beginning of another. Did Turner look on the tug as 
a symbol of the New World towing behind it the Old? Is it too 
fanciful to look on this seascape as a harbinger of a new but not 
unwelcome era?  
    (John Walker. J.M.W. Turner) 
 
 PRACTICE 2 
 
1. Reread the texts making up a list of words and cliches which  
may come in handy in speaking about painting. 
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2. Pick out words denoting different genres of painting. Give a 
brief definition of each genre. What other genres of painting 
do you know?  
3. Comprehension check. Preserve the wording of the original 
where possible.  
a) What is the essential difference between the description of a 
picture given in the extract from Maugham’s novel and the 
descriptions on the rest of the texts? 
b) What is the difference between the still lifes of Chardin and 
Cezanne so for as can be judged: 1) from the descriptions; 2) 
from your own acquaintance with these painters’ work? 
c) Why is the composition of “Ophelia” challenging? Does the 
choice of the subject matter fit the theme? 
d) What is Constable’s manner in the treatment of the 
landscape? 
e) How do you understand the words “a study of light” in the 
description of Monet’s “Picnic”? How did the Impressionists 
treat the problem of light? 
f) How do you understand the words “A study of human 
nature” in the description of Van Dyck’s portrait? Give 
examples of famous portraits which can be said to be “a 
study of human nature”. 
g) What is the difference between a really good portrait and a 
colour photograph? 
h) What is the subject matter of “The Fighting Temeraire”? 
What is its theme? What mood does the painting evoke in a 
spectator?  
i) All great art is believed to be thought provoking. How do 
you understand this statement? Give examples of pictures 
which you think to be thought provoking. 
4. In the texts above find sentences which, in your opinion, 
stress the essential aspects of each picture (2-4 sentences for 
each text). 
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5. When talking or writing about pictures, the following points 
are often discussed: 
subject, theme 
form, shape 
composition 
colour (ing) 
line )work) 
brushwork 
light and shade 
technique (oil-painting, watercolour, pastel, 
tempera, etc.) 
style 
 
 Composition: in the foreground/background, in the 
centre foreground/background; in the right 
foreground/background; in the centre/middle (of the picture); off 
centre; on/to the right/left (of the picture); at the top/bottom; in 
the top/bottom left/righthand corner. 
 Colour: pure, vivid, brilliant, intense, luminous, shrill. 
soft, delicate, subdued, transparent, light, dark, bright, pale, 
strong, harsh, pastel, warm, cool, cold colours; primary colours; 
shade, tint, tinge, tone, hue; cold and warm tones, 
delicate/exquisite tints. 
6. Find a good reproduction of a) a still life, b) a landscape, c) a 
portrait. 
Give a talk on each of the reproductions descibing their 
technical aspect. Use the words and cliches from your list 
and the previous exercise. Here are some more of them 
which may prove useful; 
the theme/subject of the picture 
the faulty/out-of-line drawing 
good/weak line 
the picture is saturated with light 
the brushstrokes are visible 
the brushwork is imperceptible  
the effect is accentuated by 
7. Using a reproduction of a portrait give a talk on it showing 
that it is a study of human nature. Through what technical 
devices does the painter reveal the sitter’s inner qualities? 
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8.  Describe a landscape. What are the implications of a really 
good landscape? Is it just a view or is there a deeper 
meaning in it? What are the ethical and educational values of 
this genre? You have seen in text A what complex 
implications can be discerned in a modest still life. Can the 
same apply to a landscape? 
9. Describe a genre painting. Dwell on the subject, the 
technical aspect and on the implications. 
10. Describe your favourite paintings of any genre) and why you 
like them. If possible, find them in a book so that you can 
refer to them or show them to other people. If you can’t, 
then sit and look through a book of famous works of art, and 
decide which ones you like and which ones you don’t. 
Consider whether you would want all, any or some of them 
in your sitting room. 
11. Comment on: “… out of pain and distress and unkindness, 
out of all the evil of the world, you can create beauty.” 
 The first impression may be that this statement is a startling 
and extravagant exaggeration. Yet, it is a true observation: 
artists do create beauty “out of pain and distress and 
unkindness”. Here are some suggested examples which you 
may consider: “The Last Day of Pompeii” by Karl Bryullov 
“Guernica” by Pablo Picasso; “Ivan the Terrible Kills His 
Son” by Ilya Repin; battle scenes in the paintings of 
numerous artists. Think of other examples. 
12. Give a talk/write a report on your favourite genre in 
painting.  
 
READING 3. 
Museums and Galleries.  
British National Collections. 
 
 The national museums and art galleries, many of them 
located in London, contain some of the world’s most 
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comprehensive collections of objects of artistic, archaeological, 
scientific, historical and general interest. The English national 
art museums are:  
- The British Museum; 
- The Victoria and Albert Museum (the V & A, which displays 
fine and decorative arts); 
- The National Gallery (which houses western painting from 
around 1260 to 1920); 
- The Tate Gallery (British painting and modern art); 
- The National Portrait Gallery; 
- The Wallace Collection (which includes paintings, furniture, 
arms and armour, and objects d’art). 
 
 The British Museum is the largest museum in Britain, 
containing thousands of examples of every aspect of 
international cultural history from the pre-historic Egyptian 
Rosetta Stone through to modern British coins and 
contemporary Oriental vases. Two and a half miles (4 km) of 94 
galleries are set in a neo-classical building, designed in the style 
of an Ionic temple in Asia Minor. The King’s Library, built in 
1826 to house George III’s 56,000 books, now contains a copy 
of virtually every Western book from the original Magna Carta 
manuscripts to Beatles scores. An expert guide will take you on 
a colourful journey around the most famous treasures: the 
Ancient Assyrian human-headed bulls; the pop-art Parthian 
sculpture; and to Lindow Man, preserved since medieval days. 
The Gallery of Oriental antiquities has some exquisite carvings 
and figures from China, Asia and India. 
 The Victoria and Albert Museum. 
 The airy elegance and lavish Edwardian splendour of the 
V & A – designed by Aston Webb in 1890 and opened in 1909 –
create the perfect setting for the world’s greatest collection of 
decorative art and design pieces. Together, the 4 million or more 
exhibits cover every conceivable aspect of the subject, and 
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include early Korean bronze, a 200-metre plaster cast of 
Trajan’s Column, Rodin sculptures, delicate 18th century 
Chinese lacquer-ware, ancient and modern jewellery, costume 
and textiles, furniture, ceramics and glass. Not to be missed are 
the Gallery of Chinese art, a fascinating display illuminating all 
facets of Chinese daily life and worship; and the adjacent 
Toshiba  Gallery of Japanese Art which contains lethal but  
beautiful 17th century swords, plus a few contemporary; 
sculptured ceramics. The famed Dress Gallery starts with a 17th 
century doublet and trunk hose, and ends (at the time of writing) 
with the Naomi Campbell-defying platform shoes from Viviene 
Westwood’s autumn/winter 1993 collection. Paintings, prints, 
drawings and photographs are to be seen in the Henry Cole 
Wing.  
 The National Gallery was founded in 1824 and is the 
nation’s outstanding  permanent collection of western painting 
from  c. 1200-1900, including works by Leonardo, Rembrandt, 
Constable and Cezanne. It houses one of the most important 
collections of Italian paintings outside Italy.  
 The National Portrait Gallery is Britain’s leading art 
gallery of portraits of famous people in British history and 
culture: poets and princesses, statesmen and sportsmen, artists 
and actresses, explores and astronomer, on display in paintings, 
sculpture, drawings, miniatures and photographs. It was founded 
in 1856, and contains over 8,000 original portraits and more 
then 500,000 photographs. 
 The Tate Gallery, one of London’s best-known art 
galleries, opened in 1897 with the financial support of Sir Henry 
Tate, who also gave a collection of 65 paintings. The Gallery 
contains a unique collection of British paintings from the 16th 
century up to about 1900 and 20th century painting and 
sculpture, (British and foreign, from Impressionism to the 
present day). The Gallery houses a special collection of Turner, 
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Blake, the Pre-Raphaelites and a large collection of 
contemporary prints.  
 The Wallace Collection is an opulent and remarkable 
collection of five and applied art formed in the 19th century in 
London and Paris, principally by the 3rd and 4th Marquisses of 
Hertford and by art collector Sir Richard Wallace, whose widow 
bequeathed it to the nation in 1897. The collection consists of 
paintings of the French, Spanish, Italian, Flemish, Dutch and 
British schools, by Titan, Rubens, Van Dyck, Rembrandt, 
Velasquez, Canaletto, Guardi, Watto, Boucher and Fragonard; 
miniatures, sculpture, French Royal furniture from Versailles, 
European and Oriental arms and armour, goldsmiths’ work, 
ceramics and other works of art. 
 The capital has an incredible selection, from the large 
National Galleries to smaller specialist ones like the Courtauld 
Collection which displays Impressionist and Post Impressionist 
paintings. Lovers of the soft imagery of the Impressionists 
should make sure they visit the Barbican, the focal point for 
contemporary art, now has regional galleries in Liverpool and 
St. Ives. Scotland and Wales are not without their own 
collections of world-class art; the Scottish capital, Edinburgh, 
has three national galleries, each with a huge collection, whilst 
Glasgow is home to the Art Gallery and Museum. Welsh 
ceramics as well as paintings of international importance can be 
seen at the National museum of Wales in Cardiff. 
 
 PRACTICE 3. 
 
1. What are the specific characteristics of each of the art 
collections listed in READING section?  
- the date of foundation/name of the founder 
- the scope of collections 
- artistic schools represented 
- the “gem” of each collection 
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2. Interpret the following sentences: 
a) During his first original period Picasso painted what is 
known as “Blue period” pictures characterized by their deep 
blue background colour which lent such themes as poverty, 
loneliness and anguish symbolic overtones 
b) In 1937 Picasso painted what is recognized as one of the 
masterpieces of modern painting, his vast “Guernica”, a 
painting whose symbolism was meant as a warning against 
war and fascism. 
c) Courbet, this artist of genius, was judged by his bourgeois 
contemporaries for what were his political views and not his 
artistic creed or mastery. 
d) The  mounting vigour of Rembrandt in that period found 
expression in the stronger colours he applied to larger 
pictires, which he now liked to invest with dramatic 
narration.  
e) The older and more solitary Rembrandt became the calmer 
and more serene became his art. 
f) Besides vigorous portraits, Rubens continued to paint large 
compositions. They increased in movement without seeming 
overloaded. 
g) Delacroix was an inspiration to the 19th century painting, his 
influence making it at once more fluent and more 
picturesque. It was through him that the “baroque” element 
of riotous colour and form was revived. 
h) He was not only a painter but a writer and treated his literary 
themes with the same penetrating insight that he applied to 
probing the inner life of his sitter. 
i) In his first period the sculptor produced a series of reliefs, 
monuments and individual statues, in which he combined 
expressive plastic form with the severity of power of 
Egyptian and archaic art. 
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3. Interpret the dialogue: 
 Usually when I go to a museum it’s never to see the 
pictures in general, but some particular canvases. It is different, 
however, when it is your life’s chance and there are so many 
things to see and only two or three days to jam them into. So, 
when I was in Moscow for the first time, I wandered through all 
the halls of the Gallery. Unguided, all by myself. Not that I 
don’t need guidance. My education in art is none too profound, 
and I am afraid I have what you’d call eclectic taste in art. I am 
very glad you could spare some time and come here with me. 
Incidentally, why is the Gallery called the Tretyakov Gallery? Is 
that the name of the patron who founded it? 
 Да, Павел Третьяков – основатель галереи. В 1892 
год он передал ее в дар городу Москве вместе с 
художественным собранием своего брата. А с 1918 года, 
после того как она была национализирована, она стала 
называться Государственной Третьяковской галереей. Для 
своей коллекции он приобретал, главным образом, работы 
художников-реалистов демократического направления. К 
моменту революции в галерее было 4 тысячи произведений 
живописи, рисунка, скульптуры, а сейчас это число 
увеличилось в 10 раз. Может быть у вас есть какие-нибудь 
пожелания в отношении осмотра, Вы хотели бы посмотреть 
какие-то определенные картины или разделы выставки, или 
определенных художников, 
 If you don’t mind, I’d like to see several historical 
paintings first. One is “Ivan the Terrible Kills his Son” by 
Repin, the others are by Surikov. I know the name of one – “The 
Execution of the Streltsi”, but I don’t know the name of the 
other – that’s a picture portraying a woman dissenter. And, of 
course, I am interested in the art of the latest period. 
 Ну, что же, давайте начнем с исторических полотен. 
Вы, по-видимому, имели в виду картину Сурикова 
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«Боярыня Морозова». Она названа так по имени 
центрального персонажа картины. 
 Incidentally, two painters I mentioned belonged to the 
Itinerants, didn’t they? I happen to know the name, though I am 
not sure of the idea behind it. That was the name of a Society of 
Travelling. Art Exhibitions, wasn’t it? 
 Да, общество передвижников было основано с целью 
просвещать народные массы и популяризовать искусство. 
Было это более ста лет тому назад, и в разные периоды в 
него входили такие художники, как Репин, Суриков, Серов, 
Левитан, Ярошенко, Нестеров, Архипов и другие. Словом, 
очень многие из тех, кто составляет гордость русской 
живописи. 
 It would appear that among the genres of easel painting 
the so-called “genre bas” prevailed in their paintings. They all 
seem to have devoted themselves to depicting national subjects 
and they did that with great dramatic force and real empathy. All 
their pictures are invested with dramatic narration. 
 Собственно говоря, их искусство было шагом вперед 
во всех жанрах станковой живописи. Но, действительно, 
бытовой жанр занимал значительное место. Передвижники 
были прогрессивно настроенными людьми, и они 
стремились привлечь внимание к страданиям народа 
России. Ну, вот мы и пришли. Это одна из исторических 
картин, которые вы хотели видеть. Только называется она 
несколько иначе: «Иван грозный и его сын Иван, 16 ноября 
1581 года». 
 The picture has such tremendous dramatic force and 
characterization as to be almost disturbing. I wasn’t much 
surprised when I heard it had been stabbed by a maniac some 
time or other. It’s very skilfully restored, however. The scar isn’t 
seen at all. 
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 А вот «Утро стрелецкой казни». По-моему, это 
гениальная картина, так же как и картина «Боярыня 
Морозова». Вы знаете сюжет картины?  
 I know the historical background of this picture: I 
majored in Russian history. The events date back to 1698 when 
Princess Sofya was shorn a nun. This knowledge adds to the 
attraction of the picture to me as a historian. But, of course, it is 
a fine picture on it own merits. Even for a layman its 
composition is very skilfully balanced and it was powerful 
vitality. Look at this red-bearded strelets -–that glaring challenge 
in his eyes. 
 Да, между ним и Петром идет настоящая дуэль 
взглядов. Суриков впервые в истории русской живописи 
изобразил народ не как страдающую покорную массу, но 
как людей, способных на возмущение, протест, наделенных 
большим духовным богатством. И в этой картине, и в 
«Боярыне Морозовой» он изобразил события как народную 
драму. Он говорил, что не понимает действия отдельных 
исторических лиц без народа, без толпы. 
  The scene very crowded, but looking closer, the artist 
achieved this effect without actually overcrowding the picture 
with figures. And you are right, of course, that the treatment of 
the streltsi suggests anything but submission. 
  (in front of the picture “Boyarina Morosova”) 
 У художников часто бывает, что какой=то 
зрительный образ подсказывает им сюжет картины, 
например, Крамской написал свою картину «Христос в 
пустыне» после того, как увидел сидящего в задумчивости 
на камне нищего старика. А эта картина была подсказана 
образом сидящей на снегу вороны. 
 The colouring of the picture is amazing. The artist uses 
the entire gamut of the pallet from the white to the black. His 
blues, yellows and blacks are of very high saturation, and yet 
that does not turn the picture into a merely decorative canvas. 
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 Да, Суриков прекрасно справился и с 
колористической и с композиционной задачей. А ведь 
изображение толпы на снегу ставило перед художников 
нелегкие задачи в этих отношениях. Кстати, в русской 
живописи изображение громадной массы людей на 
открытом воздухе было новым. 
 What is most amazing is that the image of the boyarina, 
forceful as it is, dominates the canvas without obliterating the 
crowd. The painter created a gallery of types of characters, one 
more striking than the other. A most gripping picture, really. 
 Да, совершенно верно. В композиционном 
отношении образ Морозовой как бы объединяет собой 
народную толпу, нисколько ее не затмевая. И сам благодаря 
ей приобретает новую значимость. Великолепный тип лица 
у нее, не правд ли? 
 Oh yes, you don’t forget such a face in a hurry. And how 
well did the artist capture the expression of this proud face and 
the drama of the moment! 
 
4. What are the most famous art collections of the world? Give 
a talk or write a report about one of the museums or art 
galleries. Consider, for instance, Versaille, the Hermitage, 
Metropolitan Museum, Prado, the National Gallery. 
 
5. Role playing. 
a) A guide explains pictures to a group of tourists. The scene is 
set in a picture gallery. 
b) A young woman finds herself in an artist’s studio for the 
first time in her life. She does not know much about painting 
but does her best to conceal it and expresses her opinion 
about the pictures she is shown using the vocabulary the 
picked from art books. Her praise of the pictures is over-
enthusiastic and exaggerated (e.g. It’s the best picture I’ve 
ever seen; It surpasses all work of old masters; it’s thought – 
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provoking; the drawing is divine; I do like this effect; the 
colour-scheme is strikingly original; the colours are 
extremely effective; the composition is wonderfully 
balanced, etc). 
c) A young man shares his impressions about a recent art 
exhibition. He thinks he knows a lot about painting and is 
highly critical of everything he saw at the exhibition. (e.g. 
the drawing is all faulty; the colour scheme is muddy; the 
perspective lacks depth; the greens (reds, yellows) are shrill; 
the red (yellow, blue) patch kills whatever effect there might 
be; light is not rendered at all; a feeble imitation of Post-
Impressionists (old masters); the exhibition is a flop/one big 
flop; etc). 
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